World

Duarte's party claims victory — El Salvador's President Jose Napoleon Duarte has claimed that his Christian Democratic Party achieved an upset victory in national elections held this weekend. According to a report by the Spanish International Television Network, Duarte's party won a majority of seats in the National Assembly. The poll has accurately predicted the outcomes of previous elections in El Salvador.

Kassicke promises to alleviate US-Japanese trade tensions — Japanese Prime Minister Yasu-
o Nakasone has promised that he will use all his power to prevent a trade war with the United States. A US official warned Nakasone that the Senate might pass retaliatory trade legislation against Japanese steel by the end of this week. Afterwards, Nakasone said he will urge Japan to support new market-

genic policies in a statement to be given on April 9.

Kremlin dismisses two officials — Two Communist party officials were removed in a program to assume governmental corruption and inefficiency. New party leader Mikhail Gorbachev insinuated the program. According to Pravda, one local party chief in the Ukraine was dismissed for abuse of authority, and another official in the Kazakhstani Republic was "transferred to another post."

Air attacks continue between Iran, Iraq — Both Iran and Iraq launched aerial attacks on each other's capitals during the weekend. Iran fired two missiles at Baghdad, Iraq then retaliated by bombing Tehran and other Iranian cities. These attacks are the most recent episodes in the four and a half year war between the two nations.

Nation

Education Chief claims aid cuts will not reduce enrollment — William J. Bennett, Secretary of Education, said that proposed Federal student financial aid cuts will not result in fewer students going to college. However, he did indicate some students might have to seek alternative education. He said some students will need to move "from more expensive institutions to less expensive institutions ... Don't as-

sume that public institutions are less good than private institutions."

Prisoners threaten Goetz — Bernard Goetz's lawyer said that prisoners have threatened to "teach him a lesson" if he is jotted for his subway shootings. Prisoners at Manhattan Central Booking, where Goetz is currently being held, warned him, "You can't shoot one of our brothers and get away with it."

Hospital chain and supplier to merge — The Hospital Corporation of America, the largest hospital management chain in America, and the American Hospital Supply Corporation, the largest hospital sup-

plier, have announced plans to merge. The combined corporations would have a market value of $6.6 billion, making the merger one of the largest ever outside the oil industry.

Oldest animal remains found in Idaho — 15-million year old teeth from a prehistoric elephant were discovered last week in a ranch in Idaho. These fossils are the oldest ever found in North America. The tooth is believed to have migrated from Asia approximately 15 million years ago.

Local

Police to observe escort services — Boston Police has announced plans to more closely study the increasing number of escort services in the Boston area. The new scrutiny was prompted by the arrest of a woman accused of running a $5000-a-day telephone prostitution ring under the guise of an escort service.

Sports

Villanova victorious in NCAA championship, 66-64 — The Villanova Wildcats avenged their two regular-season losses to Georgetown yesterday, as they miraculously upset the Hoyas in the all-Big East final, 66-64. Villanova demolished the NCAA record for accuracy in a championship game, as they shot an
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Film Study and Social Anthropology

England, France, Hungary, Yugoslavia, Austria, India, Indonesia, - Australia, and Japan

September 1985 - May 1986

Faculty includes a film theorist, a filmmaker, two anthropologists and guest film directors on location. Students will live with families and carry a full course load as they study and travel around the world.

The International Honors Program seeks mature motivated candidates. Applications are presently being considered. For further information call Joan Tiffany collect at (617) 267-8612.

International Honors Program 19 Braddock Park Boston, MA 02116

The National Bureau of Standards, Department of Commerce has one of the world's largest laboratories for research in

ROBOTICS

There are currently senior positions available at grades 13, 14 and 15 in Computer Science, Electronics Engineering, and Mechanical Engineering. Salaries are competitive and based on professional experience and accomplishments. ($37,599 - $49,249)

These positions are part of the NES team working to implement intelligent and flexible robots for a wide variety of applications. Some specific tasks are:

- design of new sensor systems
- sensory processing systems
- world modeling databases
- world model interpretation
- robot manipulators
- robotic assembly
- CAD directed assembly
- real-time control systems
- artificial intelligence algorithms for robotics
- robot programming languages
- robot simulations including real-time graphics
- specific robot applications including: military, manufacturing, construction, and space
- robot performance enhancement
- robot standards

Our program in robotics already has had significant impact on the U.S. application of robots. We have the best equipment for research in robotics, including a full scale experimental factory dedicated to research in industrial automation. If you would like to be part of this major effort to help revitalize U.S. industry, please contact Dr. Leonard S. Hayes for technical information at this number 301-921-2381 or send a comprehensive resume to:

Rosemary Hormuth Room A-123, Admin. Bldg National Bureau of Standards Gaithersburg, MD 20899 (301) 921-2381

U.S. Citizenship is required.

The National Bureau of Standards is an Equal Employment/Affirmative Action Employer.

The Department of Materials Science and Engineering

ANNUAL OPEN HOUSE for Freshmen and Undesignated Sophomores

APRIL 2, 3, 4, 1985

TUESDAY, APRIL 2 12:00-1:00, Room 3-314 Professor Harry C. Gatos “The Electronic Materials Revolution”

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 3 12:00-1:00, Room B-314 Professor John B. Vander Sande “Revolutionizing Metallurgy through Rapid Solidification Processing”

THURSDAY, APRIL 4 12:00-1:00, Room B-314 Professor Donald R. Uhlmann “High-Tech Poly-

mers: The New Wave”

Lunches and soft drinks will be provided by the Department. Informal discussions with faculty and students, plus the above short presentations.

COME JOIN US!